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SUPERIOR PRODUCTS. 
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE.
Pressroom and Finishing Tools / Membranes / 
3D Laminate Storage Racks 
and the know-how to help you make 
the most of your production!



STEADY |MIX

Choose the right size mixing paddle, use the flow control valve to set 
the mixing speed for an ideal vortex, place the hardener or catalyst 
container in the cupholder and let the Steady |Mix do its job for 15 
minutes while you get other things done.

Adjustable for 1 to 5 gallon jobs, the Steady |Mix ensures that 
whatever you need to add will be steadily and evenly incorporated 
into your base product for optimal performance.

Steady |Mix with 
a 5 gallon paddle

With the hardener in the 
cup holder, the Steady |Mix
does its job

The Steady |Mix eliminates fatigue and guesswork 
when mixing two-part adhesives, conversion varnish, 
or other finishing products.
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EASY |AXIS

The tube shaped support column eliminates blow-back while you’re 
spraying. Two easily changed top plate sizes come with each unit, 
and you can choose between non-slip surfaces or elevation pins. 
All of the outer surfaces are HDPE, guaranteeing easy cleanup of 
both glue and finish residue.

The Easy |Axis foot-rotated turntable lets  
you turn parts being sprayed with adhesives 
or finishes completely hands-free.

Top plate options 
Large: 7⅝” x 11½”  Small: 5½” x 7½”

Perfect for glue application 
& finishing



VERSA |TRIM & DURA |RACK

The Versa |Trim’s compact size makes 
trimming between cut-outs in close 
proximity to each other far easier than 
with a larger knife. The Versa |Trim’s handle 
is engineered to hold the blade at a position 
to ensure a flush trim in a single pass.

We designed the Versa |Trim specifically to be 
more agile when trimming complex profiles, or 
those with multiple openings.

Smartech’s Dura |Rack holds glued and finished 
parts for safe, worry-free drying. 

You’ve told us about your struggles with 
other racks, so we designed ours with:

 · Hefty powder-coated steel construction 
  that’s built to last and can hold 1200+ lbs.

 · 34-rows of horizontal support rods spaced 
  to hold both large and small parts securely.

 · Replaceable, coated paper tubes that cover  
  the support rods to keep both the rack   
  and your product clean.

 · The support rods can be adjusted side-
   to-side or even removed to hold thick  
   or deep parts.



MEMBRANES & ROLL RACKS

Let us help you improve 
your 3D Lamination!

With a variety of silicone mixtures, thicknesses, 
and surfaces, as well as two types of natural rubber, 
Smartech has the right Steinbach Membrane for 
your application. We also have the experience to help 
you choose the right material for your application.

Steinbach has supplied top-quality 
membranes since the beginning of 
3D Laminate technology.

Our Racks are custom-built in motorized and manual revolving styles 
to fit your space, needs, and budget. The HS-Series motorized racks are 
up to 21’ tall and can hold from 10-46 full-size rolls of 3D Laminate. The 
manually operated Revolving Rack holds up to 20 smaller rolls in under 
80”. Both racks can be paired with a cut-to-length system 
and are easy to install. Keep your laminate investment 
where you need it – by your membrane press!



ADD A PROVEN 
LEADER TO YOUR TEAM

CONTACT US TODAY!

3120 Latrobe Drive • Unit 260  Charlotte NC 28211
Tel: 704 362 1922  |  Email: info@SmartechOnline.com
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